LYNN STUDENT
WARNED, FAMILIES WEEKEND
DIES OF SUSPECTED TICKETED, !;'1~D~~~~e From KAT President
DRUG OVERDOSE
TOWED
Student Cars

Theodore 'Ieddy'' Russell
June 24, 1981- October 29, 2002
By SHEENA FOSTER, and MICHELE JACABACCI

T

heodore Russell, a
junior and Business
Management Major
at Lynn died on Oct.
29 of a suspected drug
over dose. He was 21.

Russell, tagged ''Teddy"
by close friends, had just
returned from Key West
after attending Fantasy
Fest-an annual attraction
that draws thousands of
area college students-just
in time for Monday class
es, said his roommate,
21-year-old Ed
JKollvarov. a Lynn

International Relations major who joined the group in the Keys.
Teddy had seemed a little under the weather during the trip-;•F,d claimed.
"He was the quiet type that swept things under the rug," he said, adding
that his change in behavior was "noticeable."
His mother also noted that Ted seemed to be having a "bad:W-tek." ·~ - ..,
But Sean, Teddy's younger brother who also tagged along to Key West,
disagrees. "Nothing sounded wrong with him."
On Monday, Teddy called Sean, 19, who was en route from Miami, at 7
A.M. to "shoot the breeze" about the Key West weekend. Sean remembered
that he had a "blast" with his brother and close friends. "We stayed at the
Crowne Plaza La Concha hotel and watclted the parade from the roo~op
both nights...then we went down to party."
On Monday, Ted only attended his evening class, Business Law IT,
according to Sean and Kotlyarov. But that would be the last time he
would step foot on Lynn soil.
After class, Ted returned to his Arbor Club Way apartment for an episode
of heavy drinking.
"He drank beers and tequila," remembered Ed.
As always, when Teddy slept, he played music and closed his door so Ed
was not alarmed when Teddy "stayed" in his room
Continued on pg. 11

Disappear
By RENEN KATZ
arning: if you're are one
of those few hundreds
students, who feel a little ticket for parking in the fire
lane or handicapped spot is worth
eliminating a short walk, forget it.
Your car might just disappear.

W

In the past few weeks, campus
security officers have written over
40 tickets to students. Feeling the
fines are to small to get the attention of Lynn students, and are not
having any effect, the school has
instituted a towing policy.
From now on, according to sources
in the school administration, anyone who is caught illegally parked
by security after receiving a first
ticket may well have their car
towed. If you think the school
isn't about to tow, because it's private property, think again. School
officials say they have had it! They
are working closely with security
and, .according to security officials,
at least three students had their
cars towed. One hapless parking
vi~·~ ·~is _car_towed twice,
'il<;cosdf.ft8J9--Deail Paul Thner.
.
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"Right now, we ate~towing stuI
'
dents,-but-only those whom we
-~I~lgnorlng the tickets by
security. The hope we have is that
it only takes a few students to get
towed to pass word around campus
that the illegal parking will not be
tolerated any more.
" However if we do not see a
change in the parking situation, we
may authorize security to tow more
than the students who are ignoring
the tickets," said Thmer.
Continued on pg. 4
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From top left:
Ryan Par1cer and his
mother; little girl
receiving body painting;
mens soccer team
during homecoming
game; Mr. Lynn
University, Daren
Carter; Ms. Lynn
University, Dominique
Fralle

hat's up everyone? I would just like to thank everyone for
helping out during Homecoming Week, October 21- 26. Ftrst
of all the amazing KAT board; Michele Jacabacci, Laura Thai,
Vonda Hayes, Heather Garrett, Jessica Steams, Reggie Jackson. John
Lallo, Rob Cullen, Morgan Berry, Jason Tauw, and especially our advisor
Patrick Beswick. Without their dedication none of the events would have
been possible. All the organizations who participated in the weeks' event,

W

Continued on pg. 9
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LEITER TO THE EDITOR MESSAGE FROM KOR
The Soirit We Never Had
By ERI<:;A DllRMEIRER

S

chool spirit fills gymnasium where twenty-one young women practice three days week learning dances and cheer routines. These
women have dedicated a great deal of time, effort, and enthusiasm
to provide Lynn students with exciting half-time dances, stunts, and
cheering, at basketball games.
·

Cheerleading and dance team coach, Lisa Scala said, 'This years squad
has come a long way. We have doubled our numbers and created a cohe- .
sive ~uad. With both dance team and the cheerleading team combined,
we are able to have great performances."
The dance team has shown talent over the past years, but the cheerleaders
were slower to reach their full abilities. By the time basketball season
would. begin the cheerleading squad had fallen apart. But Scala keeps a
positive attitude about both squads.

JORIIhln MmM..nh _ .

ara~~-.blndlr
~Collins

'7he team and I look fOJ\Yard to this year and making spirit at this school
bigger and better than ever."

....... AMERICA
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SHOULD·ATTACK

Lwrdes Carrera

By ADAM LOPEZ
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ith the possibility of war against his country, Saddam Hussein
has agreed to let U.N. inspectors back into his country.
.'
However, do not believe that war is not in i:he future for Iraq.
·Think of this as a prelude to war. The Bush administration has made it
clear they want Saddam out. If any evidence turns up ~at Iraq has been
trying to make nuclear weapons, Hussein should expect to be greeted with
a 1ot of smart bombs.
· ·
But, should America attack Iraq if the inspectors find evidence of a
nuclear program, or are not granted ~I access to Iraq?
Yes tl:tey should.

ne Pulse is the student newspaper
of Lynn Uoiversity. Published by
College of lntema.tJonal
Communications.

Huss.ein is unpredictable scheming dictator by force who will try to
manipulate
while he.is on his way to the ultimate goal:. Nuclear
. everyone
.
power.

iibe Pulse welcomes contributions
from students and faculty. Please
send letters to:
ifbe Pu.lse
Offu:e of Student Activibcs

in my views, this prelude is for cos~etic purposes only. Bush wants
Hussein out. After all, this is the guy who tried to assassinate his dad.
But family vengeance aside, Bush wants stabilitY in the Middle East. He
wants this barbarian, this tyrannical dictator out. This will happen.

1 . Military Trail
oca Raton, FL.
· real!:
Michele Jacabacci at
561) 237-71S3 ext 3
~OilRECTIO
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A CELEBRATION!
Lyllll 'l'aru 40-Yean-Old
frGm tbe 'Jut ilaue Will wrlttm
b RAGHU VEER SINGH
nd
Additional photos taken by
JONATHAN NIMERFROH

By JONATHAN WILLIAMSON

he school year is in full swing and the next thing you know, we'll
be studying for finals and heading home for the holidays. It's ·
funny how quickly time flies and it's hard to believe that KOR is
celebrating their twentieth anniversary. Throughout the years, KOR has
had many roles on the Lynn University campu8: Orientation leaders, tour
guides, and ambassadors.

T

One of my favorite KOR activities is the Holiday Gala. We are currently
in the final planning stages for this year's gala, scheduled for Friday, Dec.
6 at Maggiano's in Boca Raton. This year's theme is "0! What a
Knight!" It is a time to celebrate everyone's accomplishments over the
past semester and it brings closure to the year before everyone buckles
down for finals.
The gala will consist of a cocktail hour, followed by dinner and dancing.
The party usually draws to a close around midnight, so the night will still
be young for those of you that wish to continue your evening elsewhere.
Ticket sales for this event will take place during lunch mid-November and
I encourage you to purchase your tickets in advance as they always sell
quickly for this semi-formal event. Stop up to student activities, or call
237-7154 for more information.

Hussein Must Go

W

Adam Lopez

PRESIDENT

Hussein has flagrantly .defied the li .N. He ~ven sent them out of his cou~- ·
try in 1998. He has lied about the development of cheiriical and biological. weapons. In 1988, according t(; a report by the U.S. Department of
State, he slaughtered 5;000 Iraqi Kurds and .injured 10,000 mo(e with . .
chemical· weapons.' These are his .own' people. McCarthyism may have :
died in the states but ids. alive IIDd well in Iraq. When Hussein f~t took
. Office, he had all leaders whom he believed to be traitors, executed.· this
.. was during a goveinment councll meeting; which was ta,ped; After .this, a ·
hotline was set up on Iraqi TV so citizens could turn each other in .. Now
a day,s all Hussein needs is ·to suspect someone of being dlsloy'8J. to tie a .
noose around their neck or cut off their head. These are not the actions of:
a sane person.
..
~in~JC~d to pg, 12

VOICE YOUR OPINION
Student Govemment Association
By MICHELE JACABACCI

A

shlie Thomas was elected as our Student Government Association
president last year. SGA is a group of student leaders dedicated to
the opinions and concerns of the students.
·

Since Thomas was sworn in, she has only made one change, but irs a big
one: restructuring SGA. The· senators now representate each organization
on campus, including athletics and honors society.
"My executive board and I are very excited about this change and feel
this will strengthen the s~dent government," said Thomas.
A change that Thomas has planned for the future is about the parking situation, which we all know is a huge problem. Thomas spoke with John
Lalow, Head of the Parking Committee, who said he has been working
with the administration to provide some relief. SGA has also been working on a security survey,.which should help.
"We need everyone's cooperation and patience regarding this problem!'
.
.
IriclildiDg Thomas, the SGA executive board consists of six members,
Robert Cullen·, vice president; Laura Thai, secretary; Jodi Cohen, KAT
president; Alison Lazurus, RHA president; and Natale Servino, treasm:e.
The faculty advisor is Kelly Rose who helps organize objectives and
: difection.
·
.
.
,.
Students interested in voicing their opinion to SGA are welcome at the
n~xi·two meetings Dec. 2, ail.d 16~
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LET'S TALK
ABOUT
SEX
If Men Are From Mars, Then It's A
Good Thing Women Found A Way
Off That Planet
By SUE SULTRY

T

he 1998 release of the movie, "Can't Hardly Wait", was when we
frrst heard these immortal words spoken by the virginal, yet sexually intelligent Kenny Fischer, played by Seth Green.

"It says here, 92 percent of bunnies at UCLA are sexually active. Ninetytwo percent of women in Los Angeles at UCLA are walking around thinking class or sex, what shall I do? Ninety-two percent, yo!"
Think it's exaggerated? Not! I polled 20 students at Lynn and found 85
percent were sexually active.
But unlike Kenny Fischer, who's packin' a pleasure chest filled with
scented candles, Kama Sutra, massage oil, whipped cream and a jumbo
box of condoms, there's other ways to get next to the ladies!
Contrary to what you might think, women are not always looking for the $300
dinners and gleaming jewelry. Sure, that is nice, but what a girl really needs is
an orgasm.
But according to the women I polled, the majority can count on one hand
how many male enhanced orgasms they've had. Yet those same women
still read "85 Hot Ways To Wow A Man" each month in Cosmo.
But seriously, men think they have it rough because women expect them
to open a condom and pot it on before they get down. No girl actually
expects a guy to listen to what her wants and needs are.
"Me first" should be tattooed on every women's forehead.

BENJAMIN'S
BLOATED BAG OF
OPINIONS
The Plight Of The Nice Guy
By BENJAMIN JOSLIN
orne people say women are smarter then men. And while I have to agree
for the most part, women also have a tendency to complicate matters.
Men are often happy with a cute face and a smile when it comes to
choosing prospective mates. Women on the other hand, seem to want to tum
the matter into some kind of complex military maneuver involving long range
surveillance, propaganda and mind altering medical experiments.
You would think all the effort put into choosing a significant other would
lead to excellent choices in the men they date. I know I'm not the only
one who considers himself a nice guy and tries to treat his significant
other like a queen, and yet, for some reason, we end up alone and bitter.

S

Don't worry my fellow lonely losers; I have some answers for you.
About three years ago I sold my soul to Diablo for a ~>~ae.to d.ate.an

amazing girl. I had the opportunity to ask a women some questions.
Through this extensive research I have come up with some explanations.
Women like power, challenge, and excitement. The guy you know who;s
a cruel scumbag is usually getting the girl for those three reasons. A
woman will see a big handsome guy who's just a pure jerk and say to herself, "Wow if I could change him and make him a good guy, he would be
the man of my dreams." The idea of being able to shape and mold a man
into the perfect guy is too tempting to pass up, especially when he looks
good. A guy who's already potentially the man of her dreams? No challenge! The excitement comes from knowing she's with a guy who's a little bit of a bad boy, who might shock or surprise her.
And of course, who do these women run to when they realize the bad boy
is no good for her? Why the nice guy of course. This nice guy has fallen
into the friend zone, also known as the dreaded zone of ''you will never be
with me ever, but I'll talk to you every day to remind you that I'm attractive and someone else is seeing me naked." She'll cry on your shoulder
and ask you why she can't meet a nice guy. This of course will get your
hopes up she'll finally notice you are one of those guys. You'll wake up
the next morning feeling great and eager to see her. Until that is, you
catch her flirting with that guy and you suddenly realize that the only thing
more contradictory then a woman is well... nothing.

ANGRY STEVE
The Things I Think But Do Not Say
By ANGRY STEVE
inally, I get to vent all of my frustrations I have inside. The little
things that happen every day that just get under my skin. In my
four years at Lynn, there have been some people that drive me
absolutely crazy. In the way they act, talk, walk, dress or just for who
they are. I've been here for awhile so I've seen a lot of them. I have
made some good friends, but there a few that make me lose my mind.
Let me describe some of them for you.

F

Problem: The un-wanted friend. Everyone knows that guy or girl who
comes to talk to you. The person you really don't want to listen to
because they're annoying and their conversations are pointless (you know
who you are). The person that won't leave you alone no matter how much
you ignore them.
Solution: Start singing the Star-Spangled-Banner and spin around in circles. They'll never want to talk to you again. Trust me, it works I've
done it.
Problem: The un-funny class clown. The annoying person in class who
blurts out meaningless things that aren't funny at all. Listen pal here's a
hint; if no one laughs then it's not funny. I almost feel bad for because
you make a fool of yourself. Just do everyone a favor and keep quiet.
People will like you better for it.
Solution: Laugh as hard·as you can, so loud it seems ridiculous. Say
things like, "Your so funny," "How did you get so funny?" Laugh so
hard you fall off your seat and onto the floor. Make a fool out of yourself. It's a small price to pay, but they'll think twice before making a stupid comment again.
I have a lot more to get off my chest next time, but for now I've had
enough. I feel much better.

CAMPUS
HUMOR

You Know You
Go To Lynn If....
By JODI COHEN

* You celebrate your fake ID's
birthday.
• Your think you're saving time by
parking in the ASSAF lot until
you realize that your car is stuck
in a septic tank.
* Every time someone asks you for
a cigarette you tell them it's your
last one.
*You have more cell phone rings
downloaded on your phone than
Lynn Radio thanks to
SprintPCS.com.
*You hate NipperS, but oddly find
yourself there at 4 in the morning cause there's nothing else
open.
* You rock a Prada key chain and
drive a Yugo.
* You buy your clothes at
Marshall's and try to play it off
like you got it at Sacks.
*You think you're being a rebel
because you throw a party by the
pool "after dusk".
*You thought that a Tiffany set
and a Gucci bag was the school
uniform.
* Lynn SWAT Team (security) surrounded your car when ¥OU tried
to pull up at Lynn dorms because
of the "No Visitors" rule.
*Your roommate left the weekend
after Halloween to go home for
Thanksgiving.
*Your pissed cause a maintenance
building stole your regular spot
in the North Lot.
*You fall asleep Friday after noon
and wake up at 9 P.M. wondering
where the entire student body
went.
* PBCC runs ads making fun of
you, "We don't care who your
daddy is! You don't have to be
rich to go here, because your
education is".
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l~lJ~~tENEW
"Emerald
Towing is
expensive.
The f1rst six

Culinary Lab Opens In School Of
Hospitality
By DAYNAALPERT

By SHEENA FOSTER
hen Christine E. Lynn,
multi-millionaire benefactor to Lynn
University, helped break ground
for the 93,410 square foot, five
story E. M. Lynn Residence Center
(EMLR) the afternoon of April 20,
2001, she knew the luxurious dorm
would offer numerous amenities
for its 275 occupants.

W

fees for
storage if a

"From fryers
to fridges,
this lab has
everything it
takes to give
students the
taste of a
new
xperience"

PROBLEMS
False Fire Alarms
Plague EMLR

hours alone
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Photo taken by Jonathan Nimerfroh

pitality students here at Lynn
ave a lot to look fotward to this Spring. Thanks to the generous
onations by Benjamin Olewine III, Ruth and Baron Coleman,
and John and Barbara Fox, a new state-of-the art culinary lab exists on
campus. Directors Qf this program are Dean Joe Rooney and Professor
David Schapiro. From fryers to fridges, this lab has everything it takes to
give students the taste of a new experience.

ffi

Students can get a taste of the whole dining experience in the Food
Production course beginning in the Spring 2002 semester. This course will
be taught by Lynn's own certified Executive Chef, John Mondone, who is
in charge of all food services. For hospitality students who enrolled during the Fall 2002 semester and later, Food Production (HA345) will be
considered a requirement. The first classes are being offered this spring.
This program will go hand-in-hand with the Christine Room program,
which is considered to be the "front-of-house" component for hospitality
students. Front-of-house operations are serving, seating, and making sure
of complete dining satisfaction for the guest- done in the main dining
rooms of restaurants. Food Production is considered the "back-of-house"
component. This gives students appreciation and experience with the
cooking and preparation required for a restaurant to be successful.
Specialized courses will also be offered for PACE students, and continuing education adults. These classes will offer skills needed in making
Christmas or Thanksgiving dinners. Who wouldn't want to perfect their
turkey or to wow everyone with their ham? There is always something
that can be added to tum a meal into a masterpiece. In addition, students
will learn cooking basics, like how to make homemade sauces, sharpen
their knife skills, and some basic rules of thumb in the kitchen.
This program will add to Lynn's many specialized programs which teach
students what they need to know in the classroom, in addition to what
they will need for the real world.
Hospitality students are in for a real treat this spring!

Today, Lynn administrative officials,
who pride themselves on the good
safety stats of the 123-acre campus, are none to happy. EMLR had
three false fire alarms on Oct. 3,
Oct. 8 and Oct. 14, mainly prank
fire alarms - somebody pulling
down a fire alarm lever - that
occurred in the early hours of
morning, said students.
According to Lynn security officer
Chris Orcinolo, when an alarm is
triggered the Boca Raton Fire
Department is called from the monitoring system. Simultaneously,
officers wake students and usher
them outside.
"We try to knock on doors and
evacuate as many as possible out
of their dorms."
According to Lt. Norm England at
the Boca Raton Fire Department
Services, the false alarm responses
cost $875.

Students like EMLR resident Patty
Fierre want to know what's being
done to ensure the prank alarms
stop. "It's hard to get a goodnight's
sleep around here."

Head security chief Lou Oporto
said, "We've put our lieutenants
on shift from 11 P.M. to 7 A.M.

to patrol each floor. And as
always we control the access on
campus at nighttime."
Tony Casale, Vice President and
Executive Assistant to the
President said, "I can assure you
the vast majority of Lynn students
are law-abiding citizens and [the
offenders] are a small, target group
of people."
If indeed this person is a student,
Greg Malfitano, senior vice president, threatens severe punishment.
"If we catch this person, I,'mJdcking him or her outta here!'i 'h~'~hld
ftrmly.

Dean of Students, Pau} TUrner
agrees. "If we receive irrefutable
evidence against a person then I
~ir dismissal.·
would tecomm~nd
-. '·' . ·.&.-1· .......
and also report them to
poli~·
·~

the.

~-,

The malicious prankster will have
more to worry about after getting
kicked out of Lynn: being a felon.
False fire alarms are a violation of
State Law 806.101. which carry a
hefty $10,000 fine and jail time.
Now that's food for thought!
TOWING
Continued from pg. 1

"Emerald Towing is who we are
going through. The first six
hours alone cost $80, with
extra fees for storage if a student does not pick up their car
in a six hour period," said
Turner.
The Pulse learned security is now
keeping track of the tickets they
issue. Should they find repeat
offenders, they will be towed.
Security officials say first- time
offenders will not be towed, but
ticketed to warn them.
Many students on campus feel this
unfair. "Lynn should take the
parking situation as a compliment.
It shows the campus is growing.
But with student body growth, they
need to have more parking.
Without enough parking, were do
they expect us to park. Some
times you just have to break the
rules," said Blake Stewart, a
Freshman living off campus.
According to c~ty law, a vehicle
may be towed without a warning,
should the person giving the ticket
feel it warranted.
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COLLEGE ..
THE HIGH
SPOTLIGHT
COST OF
OFF-CAMPUS.

The Conservatory School Of Music
At Lynn University

LMNG
Having A Place Of Your

Own

By LOURDES CARRERA

By ANDREW VERMEs ·

o longer will you hear
the sounds of pounding speakers and
screaming college students
when you pass by the
deHoemle Residence Hall.
Now, the soothing sounds of.
trumpets, pianos, violins, and
xylophones fill the air.

N

The Conservatory School of
Music at Lynn has come a long way
ning of this school year. During the summer months,
the Conservatory moved from their building on the
Harid campus, down the street, to the deHocmle
Residence Hall on the south side of campus.

ow much is too much? According to the latest
Florida Price Level Index, Palm Beach
County is the second most expensive county
to live, topped only by west coast Monroe County
where Naples is located. Although Palm Beach
County has always been in the top five, this year it
posted its highest ranking. For many college students
this is bad news.

With the help of generous donors like Ruth Kraft and
Imelda Wellington, the school was able to remodel
the dormitory rooms for musical education and performance. Carpeted floors and thickened walls were
added to enhance the acoustical experience, as a
result of a donation by the late Kraft.

Though many wish to be independent from campus
living, and want to enjoy college life on their own,
problems arise when students realize how expensive
their own place can be.

''Thanks to her generosity, we are going to have, for
many generations to come, a number of people coming from around the world that will be receiving this
instruction that we are so proud of here at the
Conservatory," said Dr. Claudio Jaffe, Dean of the
School of Music.

H

According to Grace Bonnie, apartment consultant at
the apartment complex of Reflections of Boca Del
Mar, "Boca Raton is a beautiful safe area. It is centrally located, close to Ft. Lauderdale and the West
Palm Beach area."
We compared the different communities in the thfee
areas. All had about the same amenities, like gym,
pool, picnic areas, washer/dryer in each unit, and tennis courts, and the here is what we found:

Offering a Bachelor of Music degree in Performance, as .
well as a professional studies diploma, the Lynn
Conservatory of Music 'is establishing itself as one of the
leading conservatories within a university environment.
Students have gone to graduate school, played with
· ·local, natiopal and international orchestras, and
become teachers.
· ·

1 bed rm.

2 bed DDS

The Amarnick-Goldstein Concert Hall, located in the
deHoemle International Center, has become the
school's primary performance venue.

BOCA RATON*

$800

DELRAY*
BOYNTON BEACH •

$7.50
$750

$1000
$900
$850

"In terms of acoustics, I find that it is much more
realistic, in terms of what it's like to be playing out in
the concert halls of the world," says Jaffe.

• Pric:cs are lhe avenge per DlODih of four lleplll'llte aplll'llilent complex

In addition to the monthly rent, we must add extras
like security deposit, pet deposit, pooVgolf course
view deposit and utilities. Of course, it really helps if
you have a roommate. Everything is cut in half and
you can still enjoy your space.
So if you are willing to drive a little bit, and pay a little more money, you might be able to find something
that fits your budget. The key is to look around and
find a place yoo can call your own.

Special events set for this year include Beethoven's
Birthday Celebration, a benefit that will include
Conservatory students and faculty perforining some
of the composer's finest works. The Lynn University
Philhannonia Orchestra and the Florida Philharmonic
Orchestra will be hosting another benefit, showcasing
the ~ents of the Conservatory students in cooperation with Fl~da Philhannonic artists.
·
Come out and see the students and faculty of the Lynn
Conservatory of Music perform for your pleasure at
one of the many concerts through out the year

VOICES
FROM
THE
PAST
The Importance of
Alumni
By RAGHU VEER SINGH
areth Fowles is a happy
man, very busy, but never.
the-less happy. With the
resounding success of Families
Weekend, Fowles is proud to say
this year's event has had the
largest participation from an alumni's perspective in Lynn's history.

G

"Palm Beach
County is the
second most
expensive
county to live
In"

Alumni play an important role at
Lynn. Currently, the Student
Alumni Association, headed by
Fowles, has 6800 alumni listed in
their database, and they are adding
more names day by day. This
includes graduates from Lynn, the
College of Boca Raton, and
Marymount College.
Lynn has an alumni board comprised of 20 local and five regional
representatives. They meet five
times a year to discuss and plan . ·
events, and confer about important
issues pertaining to the university
and the association. The alumni
also assists in fund raising and promoting the university throughout
the world.
Many alumni return to Lynn to
give students real world examples,
which helps students better understand what they are learning in the
classrooms. It is through exposure
such as this, students are able to
form both personal and professional networks, which help once they
graduate.
The alumni association provides
an opportunity for students who
have graduated from Lynn to
have their voices heard. As an
alumili, you can help make
changes that may not have been
within your reach when you were
a student.

''The Lynn
Conservatory
of Music is
establishing
itself as one
ofthe ding

-

;'
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INTERNATIONAL
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"Singapore
The Country Where Bubblegum Is
is a
Forbidden
extreme y
By SELYMAR COLON
small country, Ezine Ng
International Business, Senior
Singapore
but big in
What is unique about
economic
your country?
"Singapore is an
power"
. extremely small country,

-------------~

but big in economic
power. It is in the top
three economically most
powerful countries of .
Asia. Singapore is
extremely technologically advanced, but is completely dependent on all
its neighbor countries. Like for example, Singapore's water comes from
Malaysia."
Why Lynn?
"Lynn is very small and I can get one-on-one attention, and is also a
respected college where I can get a meaningful degree."

How would you describe your
country in one word?
"I actually have two' words for
Singapore, silent repression.".
Why?
"The government has a great deal
of dictatorial laws that they try to
hide from the world. An example
of this is that Singapore is the
world's cleanest country, therefore,
bubblegum is banned. If they
catch you chewing gum, you
receive a fine, and if you're transporting bubblegum merchandise
into the country, you go to jail.
The government even controls
men's hair styles. Men is
Singapore can't have their hair past
the chin."

Currency: 1 Singapore dollar =
1.8388 US Dollar
Languages: Chinese (Official),
Malay (Official and National),
Tamil (Official), English (Official)
Favorite Thing About America:
"I appreciate the fact of all the
freedom that individuals have and
people is not afraid to express their
feelings.
What you don't like about America?
"America is incredibly powerful in
every imaginable way, but they are
too self absorbed in what they
want to gain by helping other
countries, rather than truly giving a
hand to the world."

Fall special, up to 1 111onth FREE .
rent on select units!
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They call the APARTMENT PEOPLE at
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WORLD HEADliNES
International News Briefs
By SELYMAR COLON
EUROPE
Hungary Is Ordered To Modernize Army
By Keith B. Richbur, The Herald Tribune Online
here has be:en no honeymoon for Hungary's new coalition government as it confronts a dilapidated military structttre that is in many
ways the weak link of the NATO alliance. In Hungary the government gets a 100 days honeymoon after elections, but this wasn't the case
for the new defense minister Ferenc Juhasz. The secretary-general of the
NATO alliance, George Robinson, emphasized to Juhasz that he has no
time to modernize and better equip Hungary's forces. Hungary hasn't
won a military battle since 1456. When the United States was looking for
allies to help with the war against terrorism in Afghanistan, only two
NATO countries declined: Iceland, because they don't have an army and
Hungary.

T

Student Comment:
"I think it is necessary to stop the terrorism but it is Hungary's matter
what they do with their army," said David Sutter of Switzerland.
ASIA

to approve Sharon's 2003 budget.
Sharon and his top lieutenants have
said he will not agree to a coalition
of the right if it means having to
abandon key platforms and commitments of the current government, which includes backing U.S.
President George W. Bush's goal
to create an independent
Palestinian state and pledge Sharon
made to Bush not to harm Yasser
Arafat, the Palestinian leader. That
could create more difficulties in
forging alliance with Isreal
B' Aitainu, an extreme nationalist
party against statehood for
Palestinians who believe that
Arafat should be exiled or killed.
Student Comment:
"Mohammed AI Alawi of Bahrain
said, "Sharon's pledge to President
Bush will not be an interference
for the alliance because the nationalist party wouldn't want to lose
United States backup."
AFRICA
International Financial Crime:
Nigeria Receives Wake-up call

Asian Leaders Scorn Travel Alerts

espite his landslide victory
in Brazil's presidential
election last Sunday, Luiz
lnacio Lula da Silva is likely to
find his freedom of action circumscribed when he becomes president
on Jan. l. Not only are his powers
being trimmed by new legislation,
but also his lack of a majority in
Congress means that the initiatives
he is proposing may end up being
blocked or watered down, political
analysts say. Even with the support of other, mostly left wing, parties, Mr. Da Silva does not yet
have the votes he needs to begin
the transformation of Brazil that he
has promised or to block efforts to
erode his authority. As suits a former labor leader, however, Mr. Da
Silva, popularly known as Lula,
has a reputation as a skillful negotiator.

D

Student Comment:
"Everybody. in Brazil is trusting
that he will change the country.
He also has the support of other
parties. For elections all the parties have to choose one of the two
sides and his side got 94 percent of
the support," Fernanda Campos of
Brazil said.

"Leaders
from across·
south-east
Asia have
unanimously
denounced
travel
warnings
issued by
Australia "

By ALLAFRICA.com
By Mark Baker, Herald Correspondent
eaders from across south-east Asia have unanimously denounced
travel warnings issued by Australia and other western countries
after the Bali bombings saying they are exaggerated and unwarranted. Australian warnings of potential terrorists risks in all of the popular tourist destinations of south-east Asia had already drawn strong criticism from the leaders on Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore. The leaders pledged to strengthen cooperation in fighting terrorism, but accused
western governments of overacting. An tough, region-wide travel warning issues by the department of foreign affairs has also been attacked by
Singapore's Prime Minister and Malaysia Prime Minister.

L

Student Comment:
Ezine Ng from Singapore said, "This is really going to offend the countries but they (Australia) can't keep their mouths shut about what is going
on. (Australia) needs to speak the truth about what their neighbors are
doing to them but at the same time they can be exaggerated, too."
MIDDLE EAST
No Confidence Votes Narrowly Fall Short
By John Ward Anderson, The Washington Post
he shaky minority government of Israeli Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon narrowly survived three no-confidence motions in
Parliament, which gave Sharon time to negotiate with small,
extremist parties to create a rightist government that can lead the country
until new elections are held. The key party keeping Sharon's government
afloat is the ultra-nationalist Israel B 'Aitainu, whose seven members were
instrumental in giving Sharon his healthy margin of victory in voting.
·The chairman of Israel's precarious economic situation and the necessity

T

he U.S. and the European
Union (EU) have given
Nigeria up to Dec. 15 to act
on international financial crimes,
which are giving this country a bad
image at home and abroad. The
scams, which have remained
unchecked, have been undermining
President Obasajo's efforts at
obtaining direct foreign investment
as well as debt relief for the country. Even without such penalties,
the country has been gripped by
intractable economic depression
since the early 1980's.

T

Student Comment:
''They should investigate individuals, not the whole country, and, if
they are found guilty proceed with
the charges, but not judge a whole
nation," said Joy Mogojwe of
Botswana.
LATIN AMERICA
Law And Politics Likely To Curb
Power of Brazil's New Leader
By Larry Rohter, The New York

Thnes .

l. Dilemma -

elly

2. Asereje - Las Ketchup
3. Electrical Storm - U2

4. Complicated - Avril Layigne
5. Like I Love You- Justin Timberlake
6. Cleanin' Out My Closet - Eminem
7. The Tide Is High - Atomic Kinen
8. Gangsta Lovin' ... Eve feat Alicia Keys
9. Just Like A Pill- Pink

10. Dirrty - Christina Aguilera

r------------------'
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Jumbo Lump Crabcake
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buy one Jumbo Lump Crabcake at regular price and
receive one Jumbo Lump Crabcake FREE
~
Boca Raton
~9tf.Ji!JYj;;-561-912-1114

I
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1

located In the Polo Oub Shoppes
NW corner of Military Trall and
Clint Moore Road
0ne coupon

'*--.
Nat Yllld .., Olhlr o~~n.
Oler--12-4-02.
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CHEAP EATS

"We make all of our salads fresh," he continued. "We have lobster salad,·
crab salad and shrimp salad. Anyone can just come in and say, 'Let me
get this on a 9lltlfWiich' and we'll whip it up."

By SHEENA FOSTER

The Colossal Jumbo Lump Crabcake ($6.95) is true to its name. "No
·
fillers!" swore F.eniger.

.ch~sapeake

"I couldn't
wait to slam
dunk my
fork into the
accompanying
condiment"

Bay's Fare Is Fine

I

have a voracious appetite and a
roving palette and like to go on
many foodie adventures. One
such came unexpectedly: on my way
to TooJay's-in the Polo Club
Shoppes plaza, I craved a corn beef,
American cheese wrap with the
"woij(s." Because of~y weekday~
rush, Tdilln't notice the neighboring eatery, the Chesapeake Bay Crabcake
Factory, owned by Scott Zuckerman.
r~y. ~decided

to pass on the wrap. "You guys got lobster bisque?" I
asked the apron-clad gentleman standing behind the food display counter.

''No, we've got crab bisque; though."
My New Yorker's cynicism panged and I silently prayed my soup was the
right consistency, had the right amount of sheriy and real crabmeat. But
could a seafood restaurant in a Publix plaza be fresh? Fuggedaboudit!
"Everything is fresh here," says chef Jonathan Feniger. "We [purposefully J h!lve no fridge so we try to use up everything within a set amount of
time. Anything that expires is immediately thrown away," he said.

"Just crab!"
With red and green pepper and finely grated Vidalia onion enveloped by
Japanese bl'Clldcrumbs, you'll want to genuflect like those Wayne's World
dudes.
"We're not worthy!"
I couldn't wait to slam dunk my fork into the accompanying condiment,
creole aioli sauce with olive oil mayonnaise and Cajun seasoning.
The Crab Imperial (4.95) is a savory crab shell filled with lobster mashed
potatoes, jumbo lump crab and, "125 day aged cheddar cheese," says
Fenigan.
My cherie amor of all was the Firecracker Jumbo Shrimp (9.95 ea.). A
US jumbo prawn butterflied, and stuffed with crabmeat, Wakame seaweCd and wrapped snuggly inside a sprins roll on a stick.
Cleanliness, fresh food and unbeatable prices make CBCF a diamond in
the rough. Two thumbs up! Way up!
Hurry while supplies last!

My bisque ($5.95) was quickly ushered out of the food display to the,
sparkling clean stainless steel kitchen, poured carefully into a wok and
heated. Then it was lovingly stirred by one of the chefs, who made sure it
was evenly heated.

Uisit us on the Web at
www.lynnuniuersity.edu/pulse
fo~ Web exclusiue couerage.

,

Tbe bisque couldn't hav~ been better, It's served in·a mode&t, plastic cup,
b\ltl wanted W.-.go home and po~ it in my finest chjna. Thick, creamy,
chunky with-the perfect consisteticy-all the things that bisque should be, it
was. Real crab;too! But, bisque was only prelude.

"Hill's lyrics
have taken
a more
mature
turn,
reflecting

on
love, pain

lglon"

The rest of the menu's exotic tastes mirrors Chef Feniger's traveled-to
list.
''I've had a lot of my cooking experience in Asia, Australia, Th&.iland,
Japan and Laos,'' says the globe-trotter.
The Filet Mignon Po' boy was served N'awlin's style French bread crisp
on one side, soft on the other and pilled high with meaty fixin's ($10.95).
I watched as Feniger scooped the weighty, bright-red mignon out of a
kitchen-island compartment and cut thick lengthwise ·slices, placing them
on the sizzling grill to a medium-well. He slid the slices onto the French
bread, already doused in olive oil mayonnaise.
The crisp<bewy-soft combo was orgasmic! I swore I'd never be
impresse4 by a ~und beefpatty and buns again. I tried their Kansas
City Smoked BeCfBrisket.Po' boy as well-twice as nice!

FAITH·.HILL CRIES

New CD A Mix Of. Styles
By LISETTE TORRES

F

aith Hill's fifth CD ''Cry" offers a taste of
soul spiced with a bit of country and pop.
This Mississippi country girl grew up on
the gospel track, but made it to Nashville as a
country singer. ''Cry" is similar to Hill's last CD
"Breathe", but the new CD demonstrates the
range of her repertoire. For instance, the track
"Unsaveable" is soulful, while "Fly" is strictly
pop.

Following those two songs is "Stronger," which harkens baek to her
· trademarked country feel.

"The proof is in the seasoning," said Feniger about the brisket. "I make a . Hill's lyrics have taken a more mature turn, reflecting on
rub out of 20 different seasonings and let it marinate for 24 hours. The
love, pain and religion. The CD rose to number one on the charts after
~b really makes it tender."
Only two weeks of it's release.
But. if meat isn't your bag, there is a po' boy choice there for all! ·

A turning point in HiD's career ''Cry" sums ·up her musical ability and
shows she is ready to move in a different direction and she is not afraid to
take chances.
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CHIC
EATS
Frerch OJisine
By RENEN KATZ
Caf'e L'Europe
331 S. County Road, Palm Beach
5611655-4020

F

rom the minute you pull up
and the valet opens your
door, you know this is not
just another restaurant. This is
Caf'e L'Europe, the scene-to-beseen restaurant of Palm Beach, if .
not all of South Florida. Nestled
on S. County Road, this restaurant
is a land mark for residents and
high profile visitors for its food,
service, atmosphere, award-winning wine list and caviar bar.
The atmosphere is unlike any
other, with a staff that refreshingly
address you formally: "Mr. Katz,
your table is ready, may I show
you the way".
Seated at the elegant and, well laid
table, I was greeted and right away
given the menu, and wine list. Be
forewarned, should you take a
date, wine prices start at $26, and
easily work their way past $3400
per bottle.

I dec~e~ iQ.~..a..B.wrgundy
(in ~•.~~J.Qi duck that night),
and ~Gaesar Salad, with
Marinated.AIIochovies, Parmigiano
Reggiario and Golden Croutons.
This salad was spectacular. From
the first bite I was in love.
Prepared to look like a masterpiece; this salad ·shbtilil have been
in a museum, not in front of me.
After finishing what I thought
should have been the main course,
the real main course came: Crispy
Duck Breast and Leg Confit, with
Braised Savoy Cabbage, Saut~
Bread Dumpling, and Berry
Compote. Let me say this, before
the plate was on my table, I could
smell my dish as it left the
kitchen. The aroma of this delicious duck was enough for me to

grab the plate from the waiter and
eat it standing up. This was the
first time I can honestly say that I
have ever eaten so well. Cooked
to perfection, with the right spices
and herbs, this was truly the perfect choice, with the Chef paying
close attention to every detail.
Although the desert menu was
very tempting, I decided to stop
were I was. If I ate any more, I
felt I would probably burst. But
take my word for it, with a pastry
chef on hand, every thing I looked
at was the essence of what an after
dinner treat should be. Rich and
full filling.
With a bill I'd rather not talk
about, this is the restaurant to take
that certain somebody in your life.
Reservations for lunch are a good
idea and required for dinner. This
is not a restaurant to call at the last
minute. At least a week's notice
would be appropriate.

GAME ON

Thumbs Up

By BENJAMIN JOSLIN

C

hristmas is coming, and you know what that means. You no longer
have to starve yourself for a week in order to afford to buy the
things you want. Now it's the parent's time to dish out the cash.
So for all those addicted to video games, remember these titles when your
writing your wish list.

GAME CUBE
Metroid Prime : Published by
Nintendo!Developed by Retro
Rating: Teen
Release Date: Released
Genre: First-Person Adventure
The long awaited sequel to what some consider the best game of all time Super Metroid - has been generating massive buzz in the industry.
Metroid Prime takes the classic game-play, spooky sci-fi atmosphere, and
dazzling visuals from previous installments and puts them into a 3D
world without losing the original's exploratory focus. Metroid Prime is
already in the running for Game of the Year!

"Should you
take a date,
wine prices
start at $26,

and easily
work their
way past
$3400 per
bottle"

What else?: Dead to Rights, Mario Party 4, PSO episode 1+2, Resident
Evil 0
Families Weekend
Continued from pg. 1

which includes: Alpha Phi Delta,
Sigma Sigma Sigma, FBLS, the
RAs, RHA, KIC, KOR, and The
Lynn Dancers. Also, thanks to all
our faculty and staff judges who
took time out of their schedules to
help us out.
Speaking of homecoming, things
went great! Kat decided to
replaces a few events and all of the
changes went well. We kicked off
the week with Window Painting
and ended it with the Golf Cart
Parade leading to the alumni soccer game.
All of our Homecoming Teams
stepped up and worked hard
throughout the week in hopes of
winning the grand prize of $560!
However, there can only be one
winner. On behalf of everyone on
KAT, I would like to congratulate
the RA's for their hard work and
their accomplishment of being this
year's Homecoming Team winners.
Also, shout outs are in order for
FBLS for taking second, Alpha Phi
Delta for coming in third and to
this years Mr. & Ms. Lynn
University, Darren Carter and
Dominique Fraille.

PLAYSTATION 2
Contra: Shattered Soldier : Published
and Developed by Konarni
Rating: Rating Teen
Release Date: released
Genre: Action Shooter
Anybody who remembers the classic Contra games from the NES and
SNES days should remember how fun the contra games were. Contra:
Shattered Soldier is returning to the side-scrolling format by mixing 3D
and 2D action to create a unique perspective to witness the carnage from.
Featuring massive bosses, heavy firepower, and fast moving levels, this
game is perfect for garners with itchy trigger fingers.
What else?: Grand Theft Auto: Vice city, Shinobi, Star Wars: Bounty
Hunter, WWE Smackdown: Shut Your Mouth!
XBOX
Steel Battalion : Published and
Developed by Capcom
Rating: Rating Pending
Release Date: Released
Genre: Action Simulation
Steel Battalion promises to put the player in control of a giant Mech think Godzilla sized robots - like no other game has before. Requiring a
massive control pad, three times bigger than the X-box system, the game
even has foot pedals to add to the realism. It will cost you and arm and a
leg- possibly around $150- but the experience is well worth it.
What else?: Toe Jam and Earl 3, Unreal Championship, Mech Assualt,
Dead Or Alive Extreme Beach Volleyball.

"The long
awaited
sequel to
what some
consider the
best game
of all time"
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EXPERIENCE
WILL PAY OFF
Men's Bball Preview

By SARA QUATROCKY

F

or the first time in the last three seasons, the Knights have a core of
returning players that will be the heart of the 2002-2003 squad. The
team chemistry illustrated during the preseason will certainly set the
foundation for a championship season.

: Sophomore

Position: Guard
Homelown: Haines Cily FL
Hish School: Haioe City High
Major: Business

Sophomores Austin Faber, Akil Lewis, James Taylor, Cedric Bennett, and
Justin Wingard all gained valuable playing time last year, and bring an
upper-classmen mentality to the Knights. Their intense experience will
become important in crucial parts of games.
Taylor was the Sunshine State Conference Freshman of the Year in 20012002, and also received Freshmen All-American honors. Taylor's smooth
shooting from the perimeter will be a key to the Knights' offense.
Junior Lindsay Critten, also returns after a season ending shoulder injury.
Critten left the Knights with a 5-0 record and was their leading scorer
before taking a medical red-shirt for the year. He will be an offensive
threat to every opponent the Knights face.

#34 Ju in Wingard
Cla.o;, : Sophomore

Positl()o: 1-'orward
Hometov.n . Winter Park. AHigh School. Winter Park Higll
aJor: Sports and Recreation

Managctnenr

At the point, the Knights have two strong sophomores who will split time.
Faber and Lewis compliment each other in their strengths and weaknesses, which will make this team of point guards valuable down the stretch
of the season.
Perfecting the post-position after losing two seniors last year at the position, the Knights except junior transfer Nathan Popp to help fill the void.
The 7-foot-1, 290-pound forward will impact the Knights' inside scoring,
rebounding, and shot blocking. Voted to the Sunshine State AllConference Freshmen team a year ago, Wingard also will maintain the
forward position.
The Knights also welcome sophomore transfer Marcus Hayes, from
Kansas State University. Hayes will bring a new level of play to the team
from his experience playing Division I basketball.
Freshmen Joe Kennerly from Miami, FL (Southridge High School), and
Otis White from Tampa, FL. (Chamberlin High School), were both highly
recruited out of their hometowns and will be expected to step up and play
significant roles for the Knights.
The Knights kick off the 2002-2003 season at the Bentley Classic on
November 22 and 23 in Boston, MA. They return to Lynn to host the
Lynn Pepsi Classic on Nov. 29 and 30. The first match up will against
Puerto Rico-Mayaguez at 7:00p.m.

2001-2002 Highlights for Lindsay Critten #20:
• Started the first five games of the season averaging 15.0 points before a
season ending shoulder injury
* Named to the Disney Division II Tip-Off Classic all-tournament team

POTENTIAL IS
UNLIMITED
Women's Bball Preview
By SARA QUATROCKY

T

he Knights' weakness in the past few seasons has been their lack
of depth on the bench, but in the 2002-2003 season the Knights
enter with amazing depth at every position.

Finishing the previous season with a 15-12 overall record and 7-7 in conference play, the Knights are confident that their potential is unlimited for
the upcoming season, and they can only continue to get better.
Returning seven players from last. years winning team, the Knights have
five transfer players and only two freshmen. Seniors Gabriella Gonda,
Michele Newman, Szilvia Sibalin, Milena Chisco, and Precious Wright
will play their last season with the intensity and experiJnce to ignite the
Knights in their championship run.
After losing their leading scorer, Kerli Rulison (Class of '02), the Knights
hope the newly acquired junior transfer guards Lisa Gangle and Alshaa'
Hodges can fill the void at the perimeter.
Helping Newman and Sibalin at the post-position, the Knights acquired
junior transfer Joselene Jocurin and senior transfer Harriet Monroe to
assist down low. The new additions will impact the Knights inside scoring
and shot blocking.
The Knights first home game of the season is on December 3 against
Puerto Rico-Bayamon at 7:00p.m.
2001-2002 Highlights for Michelle Newman #34:
* Led team in field goal percentage at .479
* Led team in rebounding with 7.2 per game
* Named Nova Southeastern Classic tourney MVP
* All-tournament for the Lynn/Holiday Inn Shootout
* Named first team Verizon Academic All-Distric.

2001-2002 Highlights for James Taylor #22:
*Led team with 12.8 points per game, 75 assists, and 44 three pointers
*Led starters with a .710 free throw percent
*Posted a double-double against Florida Tech (2116) with 18 points and
10 rebounds
* SSC Freshman of the Year
*Division II Bulletin National All-Freshmen team honors.
2001-2002 Highlights for Justin Wingard #34 :
* Named SSC Player of the Week racking up 36 points and 30 rebounds
against Barry (2113) and Florida Tech (2116)
* Led all reserve players with five double-doubles
*Led the team with a ..618 shObting percebt~e.' • •

2001-2002 Highlights Szilvia Sibalin #10:
* Named all-tournament at the Bryant Classic to open the season

* Career-high 16 points and 10 rebounds against Maine-Ft. Kent (1/5)
* Smacked 3 blocks versus Florida Tech (1/26).
2001-2002 Highlights for Gabriella Gonda #5:
* Led the team in assists with 122
* Season high nine assists against Mercy (12/29) and Florida Southern
(219)

* Second on team with 35 three-point~rs.
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SCHOOL SPIRIT
Doesn't Anybody Care?
By SARA QUATROCKY .
Here's a news flash for my fellow students at Lynn University.

after year have the same goal in mind: to bring home a National .
Championship or at the least a conference championship. Some of our
teams have been there, done that, without your support. Others have come
close, and if they had the support of their fellow students, they might have
achieved their goal ..

a

From me, the sports editor of this newspaper, the girl who works in the
Sports Information Office, and a fellow student, I just ask for one game. .
You pick it. Attend, watch and be a part of it. You might just like being a
fan. You might just want to show a little spirit.
TEDDY
CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

You do not have to be an athlett to support your school's athletic teams.
I attend 99 percent of our home athletic events, and I enjoy most of them.
There are a few occasional games I wish I never witnessed, but what sport
doesn't have at least one game of that sort a season?
As some of you may know, I do work in the Sports Information Office.
· Though my job requires me to attend the athletic events, this is compati~
ble with my love of sports, and the line of work.
Now that all the stipulations are on the table; let me get to my point. This
school has an embarrassing lack of school spirit. During my years here,
I've been absolutely shocked every-time I attend athletic events and see
very little student support. I see the same faces at every game in the
stands, the faces of other athletes.
We don't even have a student section in the stands, like other colleges and
universities. We don't have students wearing school colors, maldng signs
of encouragement, leading the crowd in cheers, or making any kind of
noise what-so-ever. _It's sad; it ~ly is.
For men's and women's soccer events, we have two big sets of bleachers,
one small deck. and a Blue and White tent. In two and a half seasons,
I've yet to see them filled. _. ·
Volleyball and men's and women's basketball are played in the gyrnnasi~
urn, for those of you who don't know. We have one set of bleachers running along the east side of the court and that's it. I can count on my hand
. how many times in two and a half volleyball seasons, and two basketball
seasons, l'~e seen them overflowing wif:It cheering students.

.

.

Tennis Il1AtChes take place on the courts right next_to the gym. We've got
two dinky bleachers. Even though our women's team was a defending
national champion last year, they never did draw a large enough crowd to
have people pull up a seat on the grass. ·
·
Baseball and softball are play~ on their respectable diamonds over on the
comer of Military Trail and ~otomac. It doesn't even matter how much
available seating we have, because I don't even think I've ever seen more
than 15 students at a game, excluding other athletes.
The way Ilookat it is, all the athletes have to support each other, because
they are part of the same community. They are the Fighting Knights.
On Oct. 22, 2002, I saw the most scnool spirit demonstrated all year,
illustrated by four men's basketball players, and they were sure helpful to
our volleyball team. They chanted, they taunted the opposing team, they .
stood up and cheered, and they eneouraged. And in the tight battle
· between our Knights and Nova Southeastern, oUr ladies came through
with a big, exciting victory. .
·

I'll let you all in on another shocking -bit of infofination, admission is .·
, free, and -it ~as been all year. Why not go? I'll guarantee you that it's
better than sitting iri your dorm room; and even better than sitting in your
apartment watching HBO.
·
Most of you don't know that we have some of_ the hardest working ath-..
letes y<m;ll e·ver see, right here. We have dedicated roaches who year

with music playing. That night when Ed's visiting girlfriend complained
about Ted's music, Ed called to Teddy a few times to tum it down. No
answer.
"When I walked into the room I saw him in a fetal position .. .I tapped him
on the leg and that's when I realized that he wa8 dead."
When Palm Beach County's Sheriffs Deputies arrived on the scene at
12:15 A.M. on Tuesday, Oct. 30, clear bags with "white, powder residue"
and Xanax (a prescriptive drug for- treating anxiety disorders that is sold
over-the-counter in France, where T~ had just attended summer courses),
were found, said a law-enforcement insider on the basis of anonymity.
Over 1000 miles away, in Madison, ConneCticut, Russell's parents
received what they call ''every parent's nightmare," a late-night bad-news
phone call.
"We never in our wildest dreams thought that it would be drugs," said Mr.
and Mrs. Theodore Russell II on a conference call.
~'To. my

knowledge Teddy didn't do drugs," agreed Ed.

When asked if he thought his brother would ever do drugs, Sean pa~
then answered: "I think it was more the people that were around- him.
Sometimes he -followed the crowd. He was never afraid to try new things,
and that was the problem."
According to the Russell's, the attractive, out-going, perfectionist and
health nut, who was only a semester shy ¢'becoming a senior, didn't fit
the profile of a substance abuser; "although we were observant parents,
we had not seen signs to the contrary at home." Said Mrs. Russell, "He .
loved swimming and surfing. He was meticulous about everything. He'd
do his laundry and iron his clothes.''
"I believe it was J)eer 'pressure," interjected his father. "Despite his intelligence, his inexperience with drugs led him to make bad judgments while
under the influence. 0t1r family is so lost and distraught without him; our
life feels so empty after all these wonderful years bringing him up and
getting him ready for what I know would have been a purpOseful arid beneficial life. It still hasn't fully set in ...the finality of it all ... and I do not
believe we'll ever be abl~ to accept this has happened ... he~s such a beautiful spiritual being." .

Professo~ Jim Miller saw Teddy as having "immense potential.;,
"I kinda had a sixth sense about &tudents and I always sensed he was a
bright kid. He piCked up things.very quickly, too."

Dean

According to Ralph No(Cio,
of the College of Business
Management, Russell was a pleasure to. have in the classroom. "He was a
polite, quiet individual and he was doing well in my class," said Norcio
who taught Russell Corporate Finance.
·
''The "fact that he .is a young person makes it more difficult
for me.''
.
. His parents and brother, Se_lll;l; s~ve him.

Hometown: Orlando,
High School: First Ae~ldeltnyl
Major: Health ScilCJl(:esl
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He is a paranoid who acts upon his
thoughts, rather than reason. If
Hussein had ruled Russia during
the Cold War, would there even be
a world?

2- WORLD AIDS DAY
SGA MEETING 7:00P.M.

3u- KAT ... NINTENDO CHAMPIO SHIP 7:00P.M.

STUI)l3NT cfuNmR
4- BOCA RATON HOLIDAY PARADE
7::, PEARLHARBOR REMEMBRENCE PAY
8- 'KAT -'KNIGHI'SAT1HE MATINEE, 4:00P.M }Vtto;
9~ :KlC ·DECORATE FORTHE HOLIDAYS
10.. &oms Cafe, 7:oo~.M.ASSAf1

Need more evidence of how irrational Hussein can be. According
to The Atlantic, during the Gulf
War Hussein briefed his generals
on the way Iraq was going to
attack America. As his generals
sat around worried about the looming American forces Hussein told
them his great plan, which was to
capture American soldiers and tie
them to Iraq tanks. Hussein
believed America would not fire on
it's own citizens. Take a moment
to let that sink in.

11- ~T- HOLIDAYGNEAWAYll~30 A..M.-.1:00p.f.l.

care

IOC- NURSING HOME
12· S,.T.,A:'Q- AIDS REMBRANCE)~~AY
13~ STRESS RELIEF- 11:15 A.M; -1:15 P.M
14- KIC- .ADOPT A FAMILY
l~ SGAMEETING, 7:00P.M.
11~ RHA- STUDY BREAK BREAKFAST, 9;.00- 11:()0
P.M.
18- FINALS BEGIN
~-RESIDENCE HALL CLOSES AT 5:00P.M.
22- FIRST DAY OR'WINTBR
24- CHRISTMAS EVE
25.. CHRISTMAS

Who knows what will happen if
Hussein ever gets a nuclear bomb.
To think he will never achieve a
nuclear state is lunacy. Hussein, if
left in power, will try to get those
weapons of mass destruction.
Nuclear weapons are a status symbol and the ability to use them puts
makes you a world power. He
wants to be the best leader Iraq has

~ KWANZ4BEG~
31.. NEW YBARS EvE
',,

"

<'''

ever seen. Hundreds of statues are
created in his caterpillar mustache
image. Since the end of the Gulf
War, over 48 palaces for his pleasure, have been built. He is, for all
intents and purposes, an ego-maniac. Hussein wants to be the power
in the Middle East, and nuclear
weapons will catapult him there.

If chemical weapons are found,
should America look the other
way? No. That was the old
American policy. After he used
chemical weapons on the Kurds,
America looked the other way.
After all, we had supplied him
with the materials for those
weapons. We helped Hussein in
the Iran-Iraq War, believing he was
the lesser of the two evils.
According to Time Magazine,
when Hussein had restrictions on
weapons, U.N. inspectors still
found 38,500 chemical weapons,
690 tons of chemical agents and
426 chemical equipment pieces.
Just think what Hussein has been
up to with nobody looking over his
shoulder. Will the inspector really
find everything?
Bush says he will not accept
"deception or denial or deceit,"
anymore, adding that if Iraq
"chooses not to disarm, we will
have a coalition of the willing with
us," to do it for him
In this post 9/11 world, we can't
wait around anymore. If there is
significant evidence to warrant an
attack, then an attack will come.
Say goodbye to the pacifists in
Washington. The sleeping giant is
awake.

S.TAR PRESENTS
AIDS AWARENESS
DAY

26451.W.1SIIV8118

IGCIR•on. R 33431
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581-341-1855
561-341·8115 fax
m118DBaRoad
West Palm llacll. R 33409
561·681·10U

130& SOtdb Dixie BwJ.

Pill- BIICILR33060
154-183·2434
854·183-85861U

581-887-nn ta

.
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COME SHOW
YOUR SUPPORT
BY WEARING
THE AIDS

Counseling
Center
Director
Gary Martin, LMHC
Offtce Hours:
Monday-Fri: SOOAM-3:00 PM
Offit:e Phone: 561-237-7237
E- 1ail; grnarrin@lynn.cdu

Counselor
Nicole Owdia, L SW
Office HoUri
Munday: 9·00 AM-5:00PM
Tucsda)·: OFF

Wedne day IO:{)(JAJ\1-6:00PM
Thur day: Of

Friday: 9:00 M- ~.iOOPM
Office Phone:! 561-237-72( 6
E-M.lll: novc::di.a@lynn:.edu
Coun. elor

San<ll O'Rourke, LMHC
Office Hours
Mond y: 2:00PM· 8:00PM

Tuesday. 2:00 liMt 8:00 PM
Wednesday: I:00 PM· ~:OQ PM
Thur&day: I :00 PM 8:00 PM
Friday~ OFF
Otiice Phone 561-237-7956

E-Mail: sorour'ke@lyM.edu

